Gov. Sununu (R-NH) Budget Director Joins ClearPath

Washington, DC – Thursday, September 16, 2021 – ClearPath announced Matthew Mailloux, former State Budget Director for the Office of Governor Christopher T. Sununu (R-NH), has joined as a Policy Analyst. Mailloux will work across ClearPath’s clean energy technology portfolio, with a focus on economics, finance, and power markets.

“We are incredibly excited for Matthew to join our team, and bring tremendous state-level expertise to our efforts to accelerate solutions on clean energy and industrial innovation,” said Rich Powell, Executive Director of ClearPath. “Matthew knows how to implement clean energy technology into an energy system that is good for consumers.”

Prior to joining ClearPath, Mailloux was Governor Sununu’s State Budget Director and energy advisor. As State Budget Director, he developed a balanced budget during the COVID-19 pandemic that included more than $1 billion in tax cuts over 10 years, established a new State Department of Energy, and advanced top policy priorities in education and mental health. As an energy advisor to the Governor, Mailloux led state-level efforts to modernize net metering policy in New Hampshire to expand clean energy technology, including new mechanisms to promote municipal investment.

Prior to joining the Governor’s office, Mailloux was a founding team member for the American Conservation Coalition, serving as the organization’s first Director of Strategy.
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ABOUT CLEARPATH
ClearPath 501(c)(3) was established by businessman Jay Faison in 2014. ClearPath’s mission is to develop and advance policies that accelerate breakthrough innovations that reduce emissions in the energy and industrial sectors. To advance that mission, we develop cutting-edge policy solutions on clean energy and industrial innovation. An entrepreneurial, strategic nonprofit, ClearPath 501(c)(3) collaborates with public and private sector stakeholders on innovations in nuclear energy, carbon capture, hydropower, natural gas, geothermal, energy
storage, and heavy industry to enable private-sector deployment of critical technologies. Learn more at clearpath.org. Follow us on Twitter: @powellrich, @ClearPathAction